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UNDER SECTION 11 OF THE RTI ACT, THE PIO IS REQUIRED TO GET BACK TO THE PERSON
WHO‟S CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS I-T RETURNS OR PASSPORT ARE BEING SOUGHT

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Reportedly The High Court of Delhi held -“that information which involves the rights of privacy of a third party in terms of Section 8(1)(j) RTI Act cannot
be ordered to be disclosed without notice to such third party. The authority cannot simply come to conclusion, that too, on a concession or on the agreement of parties before it, that public interest overrides the
privacy rights of such third party without notice to and hearing such third party”. Section 11(1) of the Online RTI Act provides as follows: “11. Third party information- (1) Where a Central Public Information
Officer or the State Public Information Officer, as the case may be, intends to disclose any information or record, or part thereof on a request made under this Act, which relates to or has been supplied by a third
party and has been treated as confidential by that third party, the Central Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer, as the case may be, shall, within five days from the receipt of the request,
give a written notice to such third party of the request and of the fact that the Central Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer, as the case may be, intends to disclose the information or record,
or part thereof, and invite the third party to make a submission in writing or orally, regarding whether the information should be disclosed, and such submission of the third party shall be kept in view while taking a
decision about disclosure of information: Provided that except in the case of trade or commercial secrets protected by law, disclosure may be allowed if the public interest in disclosure outweighs in importance any
possible harm or injury to the interests of such third party.” Hon’ble High Court of Gujarat in the Special Civil Application nos. 16073 & 17067 of 2007 decided on 16/8/2007 (2008(2) RTI 461) Paragraph 16 & 17:
“……looking to the provision of Section 11(1) of the Act, 2005, the words, the information „relating to or is supplied by the third party‟ are such that it is for the third party to point out to the Public Information
Officer sought for, to be disclosed supplied is treated as confidential but, third party can make a submission that now it is treating the said information as confidential. More so, when information is „relating to third
party‟ it may not be even know to that third party when and what information relating to third party, was collected by public body. What is confidential to the third party is known to the third party alone. There
may not be a rubber stamp upon the information that this is confidential information. It is right vested in the third party to treat any information „relating to or supplied by the third party‟ as confidential.” .
The said judgment also says, “What satisfaction must be arrived at, prior to disclosure of information about satisfaction must be arrived at, prior to the Act especially Section 8(d), 8(j) and proviso to Section 11(1)
and looking to the process of disclosing information to the appellant „relating to or supplied by the third party and treated as confidential by the third party‟, the Act imposes a duty upon Public Information Officer
to arrive at a conclusion that public interest in disclosure outweighs, harm or injury, to the protected interest of such third party, or larger public interest warrants, disclosure of such information, in considering
whether the public interest in disclosure outweighs in importance any possible harm or injury to the interest of such third party. In this regard, it may be worthwhile to note the observations of Muralidhar, J. of the
High Court of Delhi in Arvind Kejriwal v. CPIO W. P. (C) 6614/2008 and C. M. Appl. No. 12685/2008, W. P. (C) 8999/2008 and C. M. Appl. No. 7517/2008, W. P. (C) 8407/2009 and C. M. Appl. 5286/2009 decided on
30/07/2010, in Paragraph 21, which are as follows: “…It requires to be noticed that under the RTI Act information that is totally exempt from disclosure has been listed out in Section 8. The concept of privacy is
incorporated in Section 8(1)(j) of the RTI Act. This provision would be a defense available to a person about whom information is being sought. Such defense could be taken by a third party in a proceeding under
Section 11(1) when upon being issued notice such third party might want to resist disclosure on the grounds of privacy. This is a valuable right of a third party that encapsulates the principle of natural justice
inasmuch as the statute mandates that there cannot be a disclosure of information pertaining to or which „relates‟ to such third party without affording such third party an opportunity of being heard on whether
such disclosure should be ordered. This is a procedural safeguard that has been inserted in the RTI Act to balance the rights of privacy and the public interest involved in disclosure of such information. Whether one
should trump the other is ultimately for the information officer to decide in the facts of a given case.”Procedure of disclosing third party information:Section 11(1) of the RTI Act is triggered once the PIO intends to
disclose to an applicant any information which relates to or has been supplied by a third party and has been treated as confidential by that third party. Once Section 11(1) of the RTI Act is applicable, the PIO shall
follow the procedure of serving a notice to the third party for seeking objections whether such information shall be disclosed or not. On receipt of the submissions of the third party, the PIO shall keep the
submissions in view and then decide whether the information sought shall be disclosed or not. If the PIO does not find any merit in the submissions of the third party, he shall disclose the information sought to the
applicant. On the other hand, where the PIO decides that the information sought shall not be disclosed then the basis for denial of information must be in accordance with Sections 8 and 9 of the RTI Act only.
However (except in the case of trade or commercial secrets protected by law) even where the PIO is of the view that there is possible harm or injury to the interests of the third party, but public interest in disclosure
outweighs in importance any such harm or injury, he may disclose the information. Section 11 does not give the third party a right of veto in giving information.
The Public Information Officer will have to consider the following: The objections raised by the third party by claiming confidentiality in respect of the information sought for.Whether the information is being
sought by the applicant in larger public interest or to wreak vendetta against the third party. In deciding that the profile of person seeking information and his credentials will have to be looked into. If the profile of
the person seeking information, in light of other attending circumstances, leads to the construction that under the pretext of serving public interest, such person is aiming to settle personal score against the third
party, it cannot be said that public interest warrants disclosure of the information solicited. The Public Information Officer, while dealing with the information relating to or supplied by the third party, has to
constantly bear in mind that the Act does not become a tool in hands of a busy body to settle a personal score.”PIO uses Section 11 when he intends to provide information and not deny it:“The PIO is expected to
follow the procedure of Section 11 when he “intends to disclose any information or record”. This means that the PIO has come to the conclusion that the information is not exempt as per the provisions of the RTI
Act.” Section 11 gives only an 'opportunity' to the third party to voice its objections to disclosing information:“Section 11 (1) clearly states that submission of third party shall be kept in view while taking a decision
about disclosure of information.” The PIO will weigh the situation and make his own decision:“The PIO will keep these in mind and denial of information can only be on the basis of exemption under Section 8 (1) of
the RTI Act. As per Section 11 (3), the PIO has to determine the whether the information is exempt or not and inform the appellant and the third party of his decision. If the third party wishes to appeal against the
decision of the PIO, he can file an appeal under Section 19 of the Act as per the provision of Section 11 (4).” The third party's denial cannot be the last word:“Section 11 does not give a third party an unrestrained
veto to refuse disclosing information. It clearly anticipates situations where the PIO will not agree with the claim for non-disclosure by a third party and provides for an appeal to be made by the third party against
disclosure, which would have been unnecessary, if the third party had been given a veto against disclosure. Thus the PIO is expected to follow the procedure of Section 11, when he intends to disclose the information
but has some reason to believe that the third party treats it as confidential. If the third party sends an objection, the PIO has to determine whether the information is exempt under the provisions of the Act.” PIO can
take the shelter of Section 8 (1) (j) for declining information only if it is a purely personal information.States Mr Gandhi's order: “To qualify for this exemption the information must satisfy the following criteria: 1.
It must be personal information… In common language we would ascribe the adjective 'personal' to an attribute which applies to an individual and not to an institution or a corporate. From this it flows that
'personal' cannot be related to institutions, organisations or corporates. Hence Section 8 (1) (j) cannot be applied when the information concerns institutions, organisations or corporates.”
What is Public Activities performed by Public Authorities? Public authorities in routine course take personal information of citizens: “The phrase 'disclosure of which has no relationship to any public activity or
interest' means that the information must have been given in the course of a public activity. Various public authorities in performing their functions routinely ask for 'personal' information from citizens, and this is
clearly a public activity. When a person applies for a job, or gives information about himself to a public authority as an employee, or asks for a permission, licence or authorization or passport, all these are public
activities. Also when a citizen provides information in discharge of a statutory obligation this too is a public activity.” Citizen's right to information is given priority with regard to privacy:“The Supreme Court of
India has ruled that citizens have a right to know about charges against candidates for elections as well as details of their assets, since they desire to offer themselves for public service. It is obvious then that those
who are public servants cannot claim exemption from disclosure of charges against them or details of their assets. Given our dismal record of mis-governance and rampant corruption which colludes to deny citizens
their essential rights and dignity, it is in the fitness of things that the citizen's right to information is given greater primacy with regard to privacy.” In extraordinary situations there are other laws which apply to
secure privacy of information: “We can also look at this from another aspect. The State has no right to invade the privacy of an individual. There are some extraordinary situations where the State may be allowed to
invade the privacy of a citizen. In those circumstances special provisions of the law apply; usually with certain safeguards. Therefore where the State routinely obtains information from citizens, this information is in
relationship to a public activity and will not be an intrusion on privacy. ” What does exemption of information under Section 8(1) (j) of the RTI Act mean?Under Section 8 (1) (j) information which has been
exempted is defined as: “information which relates to personal information the disclosure of which has no relationship to any public activity or interest, or which would cause unwarranted invasion of the privacy of
the individual unless the Central Public Information Officer or the State Public Information Officer or the appellate authority, as the case may be, is satisfied that the larger public interest justifies the disclosure of
such information” (Reference: Third party clause of the RTI Act: Should denial of information be accepted by the PIO?- MoneyLife
It is clearly stated at Section 11 (1) that Submission of third party shall be kept in view while taking a decision about disclosure of information. Section 11 does not give a third party an unrestrained veto to refuse
disclosing information. It only gives the third party an opportunity to voice its objections to disclosing information. The PIO will keep these in mind and denial of information can only be on the basis of exemption
under Section 8 (1) of the RTI act. The test of public interest is to be applied to give information, only if any of the exemptions of Section 8 apply. Even if the exemptions apply, the Act enjoins that if there is a larger
Public interest, the information would still have to be given. There is no requirement in the Act of establishing any public interest for information to be obtained by the sovereign Citizen; nor is there any requirement
to establish larger Public interest, unless an exemption is held to be valid. Insofar as looking at the credentials of the applicant are concerned, the lawmaker has categorically stated that in Section 6 (2) , „An applicant
making request for information shall not be required to give any reason for requesting the information or any other personal details except those that may be necessary for contacting him.‟ Since the law categorically
states that no information shall be required be supplied by the applicant except those that may be necessary for contacting him, it is clear that the credentials of the applicant are of no relevance, and are not to be
taken into account at all when giving the information. Truth remains the Truth and it is not important who accesses it. If there is a larger Public interest in disclosing a Truth, it is not relevant who gets it revealed.
Under this Act, providing information is the rule and denial an exception. Any attempt to constrict or deny information to the Sovereign Citizen of India without the explicit sanction of the law will be going against the
rule of law. The Citizen needs to give no reasons nor are his credentials to be checked for giving the information. If the third party objects to giving the information, the Public Information Officer must take his
objections and see if any of the exemption clauses of Section 8 (1) apply. If any of the exemption clauses apply, the PIO is then obliged to see if there is a larger Public interest in disclosure. If none of the exemption
clauses apply, information has to be given.
State and central Government has to publish every year the work they carry out or the information they create under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) every day ,but it did not published all the work carried out by the government
under section 4(1) (a) (b) (c) (d) of RTI Act 2005 and it has not provided citizens and opportunity to ask the reasons under section 4(1) (a) (b) (c) (d) . This information and reasons need to be provided to me as per
Guide on RTI to Information Act 2005 published by the Government of India Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions Department of Personnel & Training (available here
:http://rti.gov.in/RTICorner/Guideonrti.pdf) on page 12 and Para 9, following is stated: Providing Reasons for Decisions: The public authorities take various administrative and quasi-judicial decisions which affect
the interests of certain persons. It is mandatory for the concerned public authority to provide reasons for such decisions to the affected persons. It may be done by using appropriate mode of communication
.Attention is also invited towards the thread 'affected person ' under rti act.In fact, it can be said that "Affected" refers back to an action. The "Affected Persons" are the ones who are affected by that action. The
reasons need to be given to affected person and copy of that can be given to me under 2 f of RTI Act. The KSOU office is THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY under obligation to provide information “PUBLICLY” under
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section 4(1) (a) (b) (c) (d). The state government and all its departments need to publish everything they do in year as per RTI Act 2005 and this need to be published every year and applicant asking information
becomes easier to provide also to the applicant and Government becomes transparent .Citizens can force every PA to create information every day strictly as per the system and procedure as per listed Acts and rules
regulations listed under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) every day and that can be cross cheeked by applicant by asking reasons under 4(1) (d) by the affected person and copy of the same can be given to any applicant under 2( f) of
RTI Act .Promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority. Policy on Prevention, Detection, and Remediation of Fraud and Corruption by government is must and a major element
of good governance is the control of corruption. For that reason, controlling corruption has been a key indicator. Good governance is a keystone of government. UPA government has given you RTI Act: Use It
optimally :All opposition parties should use RTI optimally .Let they create booth wise RTI activists among their members or cadets and give them training and set of questions and gather that booth level information
to perform better as opposition parties .Prime Minister should listen to opposition parties as they are voice of 66% voters. All responsible citizens should send RTI Question to each MP and each Minister and Prime
Minister and get to know every day what they are doing and what they are performing and keep check on their performances and give them clear indication that India is awakened and want responsible Government
which listens citizens.. All 70 MLAs and 543 MPs are public servants : After election are over all MLAs are public servants and they are MLA for all the constituency .All MLAs should chalk out their plans for
development of their constituencies irrespective of who voted for them or who is not voted for them . THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT, 2005 is an Act to provide for setting out the practical regime of right to
information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, in order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority.RTI Act provides
transparency under Section 3 and 4(1) (a) (b) (c) and 2(f) of RTI Act 2005 and accountability under 4(1) (d) RTI Act 2005 as the PA will create information; or to interpret information; or to solve the problems
raised by the applicants under the system and procedure as per listed Acts and rules regulations listed under 4(1) (a) (b) (c) every day and that can be cross cheeked by applicant by asking reasons under 4(1) (d) by
the affected person and copy of the same can be given to any applicant under 2( f) of RTI Act . Laws exist, simply put, to ensure the greater good for the greater number of people. This in turn ensures a fairly well
organized and safe society. If people were not bound by laws, our society would be full of citizens doing what they most felt like doing (for their own needs and desires.) At the risk of sounding cliche, this would lead
to anarchy. I agree that people will always act in their own best interest, and this is not likely to be in the best interest of the many. There are some people who will act according to their own moral code, but even
morality varies. For the sake of the greater good and in order to reign in those who act without moral, we have laws.Laws exist because people are selfish and greedy and would steal from and kill each other if they
could. That, at least, is how most thinkers see the question.This is the answer given by political philosophers like Locke and Hobbes. They wondered why people live in societies with laws and such. They decided it
was because societies without laws were places where people's lives were, in Hobbes' words, "nasty, brutish and short."According to Locke, laws come about because people want their lives, liberties, and property to
be protected.
THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT, 2005 is an Act to provide for setting out the practical regime of right to information for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities, in
order to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority. The public authorities functions every day and they create information on the request letters and applications and
grievances to public authorities as per organizational function and duties and as per the norms set by it for the discharge of its functions; and as per the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records, held by
it or under its control or used by its employees for discharging its functions and as per the powers and duties and procedures followed in decision making process including channels of supervision and accountability
as per the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records ; under 4 (1) (b). The PA must declare publicly and provide information publicly and free of cost in respect of (iii) the procedure followed in the
decision making process, including channels of supervision and accountability; (iv) the norms set by it for the discharge of its functions; (v) the rules, regulations, instructions, manuals and records, held by it or
under its control or used by its employees for discharging its functions; (vi) a statement of the categories of documents that are held by it or under its control; (vii) the particulars of any arrangement that exists for
consultation with, or representation by, the members of the public in relation to the formulation of its policy or implementation thereof; (viii) a statement of the boards, councils, committees and other bodies
consisting of two or more persons constituted as its part or for the purpose of its advice, and as to whether meetings of those boards, councils, committees and other bodies are open to the public, or the minutes of
such meetings are accessible for public; (ix) a directory of its officers and employees; (x) the monthly remuneration received by each of its officers and employees, including the system of compensation as provided in
its regulations; (xi) the budget allocated to each of its agency, indicating the particulars of all plans, proposed expenditures and reports on disbursements made; (xii) the manner of execution of subsidy programmes,
including the amounts allocated and the details of beneficiaries of such programmes; (xiii) particulars of recipients of concessions, permits or authorizations granted by it; (xiv) details in respect of the information,
available to or held by it, reduced in an electronic form; (xv) the particulars of facilities available to citizens for obtaining information, including the working hours of a library or reading room, if maintained for
public use; (xvi) the names, designations and other particulars of the Public Information Officers; The above information created by everyday by PA need to be updated and put on electronic network every year as
updated information.
Under 4 (1) (c) information is created by PA: The PA need to publish all decisions and policies and relevant facts which affects public. The Accountability is checked by public under 4 (1) (d): The citizens who are
affected by decisions made under RTI ACT 4(1) (a) (b) (c) can seek reasons for their administrative and quasi judicial decisions .PA can provide reasons to affected person and copy of such reasons can be provided
to anybody under 2(f) of RTI Act.

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE
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You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation,
K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in
Government files etc.
Everybody is facing Problems, Problems?
Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you.
We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies,
M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant Mobile: 9945116476 E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com propertypolitics@gmail.com
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